
Continuing Jobless Claims and Recessions

The most closely followed measures of employment tend to be lagging indicators. However, there
is one indicator that assesses the labor market in near real-time. Initial and continuing jobless
claims, published weekly, provide up-to-date information on the number of employees recently fired
and their ability to find new jobs. While understanding how many people are being let go is
important, the health of the labor market is best gauged by how quickly those recently unemployed
find new work. Therefore, continuing jobless claims provide valuable and current insight into the
labor market?s health.

Continuing jobless claims have been ticking higher since May but are still below pre-pandemic
levels. Weekly data can be volatile, especially around the holidays. Therefore, we present the
graph below, which shows the three-month percentage change in continuing jobless claims. As
noted by the dotted line, a recession occurred each time the percentage change in continuing
jobless claims rose above 10%. Since June 2020, the three-month change in the number of
continuing claims has been negative. In July, that number flipped to positive. It is now quickly
creeping up to 10%. The number of claims and continuing jobless claims remains low, but the rate
of change in both is picking up and bears watching closely in the coming months.
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What To Watch Today

Economy

The market is only open until 1 pm Eastern Time.

Earnings

No Notable Earnings Releases

Market Trading Update

The market traded nicely higher on Wednesday ahead of the Thanksgiving holiday. Again, don?t
read too much into it, as the volume was light, and professional traders were mostly absent.
However, the market dipped ahead of the release of the FOMC minutes and then rallied back to
the day?s highs on some ?dovish? reads that the Fed will now reduce the pace of rate hikes.
However, the Fed did suggest they could hike rates more than expected next year, which seems to
bypass traders that this was NOT a pivot in monetary policy. The Fed is still hiking rates which will
negatively impact economic activity in 2023.

Nonetheless, market action remains bullish but is now getting extended. Take profits for now. If the
market can break above the 200-dma, we will reassess our positioning but will need confirmation of
that breakout before increasing risk exposure.

https://bit.ly/3yWiGWN
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S&P 500 ? The Moment of Truth

Heading into year-end, the S&P 500 faces tough resistance. The top graph shows the strong
downward-sloping resistance line starting at the late 2021 record high. Conversely, the lower chart
shows that the VIX volatility index has followed an opposite path, bouncing off a rising support line.
A definitive breakthrough in both lines, and the S&P 500 rising above key moving averages, would
provide a little comfort that the 2022 downward trend may be over. However, if both indexes repel
the technical lines, new lows on the S&P 500 are certainly possible.
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Divergence at the Fed

Based on the most recent FOMC minutes, there may be a growing divergence of policy thinking at
the Fed. Per Bloomberg:

There may be signs of growing divisions on the (FOMC) committee. A group led by Fed
Vice Chair Lael Brainard- the most dovish committee member, in our view ? still
believes inflation is largely transitory, and is more concerned about the employment
outlook. Another group believes inflation is more persistent and the Fed still has a long
way to go on rates. We think Chair Powell is in the second group.

Powell leads the Fed and will push his views as those of the Fed. However, his job as the Fed
Chair is to align the members? policy prescriptions and find common ground. We may see Powell
become a little less hawkish to keep a large majority on the same page.

Shrinking Margins Ahead

The graph below shows that companies are finding it increasingly harder to pass on inflation to
their customers. Sales remain near record highs in large part due to inflation. However, earnings
are no longer keeping pace with sales. As a result, corporate earnings margins are slipping. Our
Tweet of the Day also eludes to the possibility of shrinking margins.



Tweet of the Day
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Please subscribe to the daily commentary to receive these updates every morning before
the opening bell.

If you found this blog useful, please send it to someone else, share it on social media,
or contact us to set up a meeting.

https://email.realinvestmentadvice.com/h/r/A7CA8344DBDF34FD2540EF23F30FEDED

